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 Minnesota Customer
“Our lab is getting old. He was unable to jump into the back of the car when we were traveling. After giving him SarStart for Dogs, he jumps into the back of the car without any trouble. SarStart for Dogs has changed his life.”

  × 

Kansas Customer
“My two young hunting dogs were lost for 8 days when they went to play in a nearby corn field. It was a hot, humid summer and when I finally found them, they were in terrible condition… full of parasites and ticks, and severely dehydrated. After several trips to the veterinarian, being wormed twice and dipped, they still had loose bowels, a bad hair coat and no appetite. I began to give them SarStart for Dogs and within a few days I could see an improvement. Within three weeks, my dogs had normal stools, a shiny hair coat and better appetites. They looked like they were in better condition then before I lost them! I’ve fed them SarStart for Dogs ever since”

  × 

California Customer
“Stanley, my Staffordshire Bull Terrier is 8 years old and suffers from canine lupus. He has always taken a long time to heal and bleeds from the mouth and eyes very easily. He has a gentle disposition and is very loving, but lately had been acting more and more tired and… old. Instead of running out to play with the kids or work with the horses, he was spending more time taking naps and would get up very slowly, almost as though he were in pain. Within a few weeks of feeding him SarStart for Dogs every day, he is running around like a puppy again. He doesn’t act old and tired and his eye and mouth have cleared up and look more normal. Thank you for giving me back my dog!”
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